
ASIA T S U N A M I  R E S P O N S E A N N I V E R S A RY  R E P O R T

. . . r e bu i l d i n g  homes , commun i t i e s  a nd  l i ve s



Children engage in supervised activities at a World Vision Child Friendly Space in Aceh- Indonesia.



On December 26th 2004,
a  massive earthquake of 9.0 magnitude hit Indonesia (off the
west-coast of northern Sumatra) and triggered a deadly
tsunami, which is estimated to have killed more than
200,000 people and displaced more than 1.5 million.

World Vision, through an integrated humanitarian response
is working to meet the critical needs of impacted populations,
with a special focus on families and children.World Vision is
developing and implementing programmes aimed at rebuilding
communities and restoring livelihoods, which is a long-term,
community-driven process.

This 12-month Anniversary Report details our program across
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, Thailand and Myanmar, which
encompasses emergency relief, community rehabilitation
(including child-focused programming), economic recovery,
and infrastructure rehabilitation. Gender, protection, conflict
sensitivity, HIV/AIDS and advocacy are cross-cutting
components of World Vision's program.

Communities together with organisations and governments
have accomplished a great deal this year, both in meeting the
immediate needs of impacted populations and ensuring
sustainable programming is implemented for the long-term.
But there is a great deal more to be done as we seek to first
restore, and then advance communities beyond their
pre-tsunami situations - supporting the rights of those
affected in ways that also address pre-existing, underlying
vulnerabilities.

World Vision International is a Christian relief and
development organisation working for the well being of
all people, especially children. Through emergency
relief, education, health care, economic development
and promotion of justice,World Vision helps communities
to help themselves.

Compiled by World Vision Asia Tsunami Response Team, 2005.
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THE FIRST 90 DAYS

World Vision immediately launched a rapid relief response across the worst affected countries 
in South Asia. With pre-existing development programmes in India, Sri Lanka,Thailand, Indonesia and Myanmar,
World Vision was well positioned to mobilise resources and staff to tsunami-hit areas.

World Vision immediately worked to:

■ Restore basic services and ensure that survival needs were met.

■ Communicate with affected communities about their fundamental rights and entitlements.

■ Protect surviving children and adults and facilitate a return to structure and routine.

■ Deliver nearly 1,500 tonnes of airlifted aid to Sri Lanka and Aceh on 32 aircraft in the first 30 days.

■ Coordinate field operations to distribute food, water, sanitation kits, cooking fuel, utensils and clothing.

■ Establish soup kitchens and wet-feeding centres.

■ Set-up emergency health and psycho-social care.

■ Build transitional shelters and water/sanitation facilities.

■ Commence repair of critical infrastructure.

In the first 90-days World Vision deployed 1,000 staff to the region.
World Vision immediately sent members of its Global Rapid Response Team,
who are positioned in strategic locations around the world, as well as US$ 8 million 
worth of pre-positioned relief supplies for affected communities.
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December 26th, 2004 - World Vision Responds
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“ It was 8:30 in the morning 
and suddenly the water

changed colour...”
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Victor de Zoysa, headman for the village of Galbokka (Sri Lanka),
remembers the morning of 26th December 2004.

“ It was 8:30 in the morning and suddenly the water changed colour, from clear to a mud
colour. I guessed that there must be big vibrations on the sea floor. At around 9:10am the
water level rose, I was on the beach with two children, holding each by the hand. Fifteen
minutes later the water went back about two kilometres. Our people here in the village
had never experienced that.They thought it was just low tide. I knew it wasn't low tide and
I told them. I told them to go to the top of the hill and I ran up to the road and told about
150 vehicles that a tsunami was coming  and not to go south or north to Colombo, but up
to high ground. I spent about 45 minutes on the highway doing this.” Sri Lankan authori-
ties estimate that Mr de Zoysa saved around 5,000 people that morning. Only one
woman died in the whole village. But what Victor wasn't able to save was the fishing fleet
of 19 catamarans that supplied work for hundreds of people in his village. These boats
were picked up and hurled against the palm trees and houses lining the shore.According
to Sri Lankan fisheries experts, 80 per cent of the country's fishing fleet was destroyed
leaving around 170,000 fishermen out of work.
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Message from World Vision International President, Dean R. Hirsch.

I was home for the Christmas holidays when I first heard of an earthquake-triggered tsunami that had swept across the Indian Ocean. A few days
later I was in Banda Aceh, Indonesia, once a thriving provincial capital of 350,000 people.

In the city of Banda Aceh, I was reminded of the photo of the atomic bomb blast at Hiroshima.A few lone and battered buildings stood like sentinels
in an eerie landscape of battered cars, crushed fishing boats, household possessions, shattered wood, glass and cement.There was a ghostly silence
about the place.The living had fled and the dead lay crushed beneath debris or along the road in black, plastic body bags.

Nearly a year later, I cannot erase that haunting picture from my mind.What gives me comfort is knowing that in response to the hunger, the thirst, the home-
lessness and the lost jobs of millions of tsunami survivors,World Vision mounted the biggest disaster relief and recovery operation in its 55-year history.

Thanks to unprecedented private and public support, the World Vision Partnership has raised US$360.9 million for the Asia Tsunami Response.With
US$327.8 million committed to the field for programs detailed in this Anniversary Report, an average of 9.1% has been expended by World Vision
fundraising offices on the cost of raising and administering this great global support for communities affected by the tsunami.

More than 1,600 dedicated staff have helped affected children and families in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India,Thailand and Myanmar to rebuild homes,
schools, health clinics and community centres.We have assisted families and communities to recover their economic livelihoods and established safe
places for children. But most importantly, I believe,World Vision has restored hope for thousands of people --most of them poor – who on that fateful
day a year ago lost so much. From the death and destruction of the tsunami, life is building anew.

Dr. Dean R. Hirsch
President/CEO,World Vision International



INDONESIA
World Vision has been working in Indonesia since 1960 across seven provinces, but did not have a pres-
ence in Aceh due to the ongoing civil conflict and government restrictions on international organisations
in the region.Following December 26th, the government opened the province to international assistance
and World Vision arrived in Aceh within 48 hours.World Vision provided relief assistance, including food
for close to 40,000 people and non-food items consisting of household and hygiene kits, prayer mats
and tarpaulins for 50,000 people.Tents for 2,000 families were provided, and water/sanitation facilities
installed, benefiting 17,000 affected people. Child-focused programming was immediately integrated.

SRI LANKA
World Vision was established in Sri Lanka in 1977, and supports 25 Area Development Programs and
community initiatives across 14 districts. Following the tsunami, World Vision distributed food aid to
120,700 beneficiaries across 10 districts. More than 640,000 people received non-food relief items and
25,440 beneficiaries received shelter materials.World Vision initiated a debris clearance project in Galle
and reconstructed an entire market place.Temporary homes, child friendly spaces and pre-schools were
established, and health, hygiene and nutrition awareness programs conducted.

INDIA
World Vision first began its work in India in 1951, and supports 105 Area Development Programs and
22 issue-based initiatives. World Vision India has been involved in every major disaster including the
Gujarat Earthquake, the Orrisa Cyclone and the Assam Floods. Immediately following the earthquake
and tsunami,World Vision assisted more than 200,000 people with food, water, mats, cooking utensils,
clothing, and household items such as soap, detergent, mosquito nets and linen.Thousands of temporary
shelters were also built to house displaced families and Child Friendly Spaces were immediately set-up.

THAILAND
In 1972,World Vision began its work in Thailand, and now operates 94 programs in 46 provinces.World
Vision immediately responded in tsunami-affected areas, distributing food aid to 21,968 people, and
providing temporary shelters to half of that population. More than 3,000 families received survival kits
and household utensils. More than 7,000 children and adults participated in psycho-social activities and
500 people were treated for various tsunami-related injuries through the World Vision mobile clinic.
World Vision assisted close to 3,000 people with provision of fishing equipment, training in boat building
and repair, and other skills enhancement activities.
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THE FIRST 90 DAYS - Emergency Response
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I N D O N E S I A
AC E H    P ROV I N C E



ACEH PROVINCE, INDONESIA
The earthquake of December 26th, 2004 and subsequent
tsunami devastated coastal areas of Aceh Province leaving
169,000 people dead or missing. In Banda Aceh and
Meulaboh, the waters surged up to five kilometres inland,
overwhelming major parts of the cities and obliterating
many communities.

Relief was slow to arrive in Aceh Province, compared to
other tsunami-affected countries.The scale of the disaster
in Aceh was initially under-estimated as news was slow in
filtering out.This can be attributed to Aceh's physical isolation,
the long-standing civil conflict, and post earthquake/tsunami
devastation,which cut many communities off completely. For
the previous two years, humanitarian workers and media
had very restricted access to the area, and less than a handful
of organisations had permission to work there. On March
28th 2005, another massive earthquake of 8.7 on the Richter
scale hit Nias Island, located west of Sumatra, leaving 905
people dead. World Vision immediately expanded its
response to include Nias Island.

World Vision’s areas of work in the tsunami response:
Banda Aceh, Meulaboh, Lamno, Lhoong, Nias Island

YEAR ONE FOCUS OF WORK:

■ Food & Non-Food Assistance
■ Child Protection
■ Shelter & Infrastructure
■ Education
■ Health
■ Economic Recovery
■ Water & Sanitation
■ Protection 

Food and Non-Food Assistance
The provision of food has been crucial in meeting the
immediate survival needs of affected families and to help
sustain recovering communities in Aceh Province.Through
the United Nations World Food Programme,World Vision
is currently providing food such as rice, canned fish, fortified
noodles, and vegetable oil to approximately 150,000 people
a month. School feeding projects have also been vital in
ensuring that children's basic nutritional needs are met.

In addition, non food assistance comprised of household kits,
clothing and linen has been provided to displaced families.

Shelter & Public Building Reconstruction 
World Vision seeks to provide shelter options for tsunami-
affected communities, including safe and appropriate public
buildings. Transitional living centres (TLCs) have provided
shelter, water/sanitation, children's areas and community
centres to displaced people. More than 50 TLCs have been
constructed this year.

Community-Based Housing Approach 
World Vision has embarked on a community-based housing
approach to rebuild permanent homes in Banda Aceh and
Aceh Besar.The design phase includes community identification,
establishment of community development groups who will
facilitate all phases of their community's project from plan-
ning through completion; capacity building of communities
(including training and advocacy on property rights and
gender concerns); community mapping; and design and
construction of homes. The ongoing community consultation
and participation approach recognises local resources and
knowledge channelled through formation of community
committee groups who are involved and guide World Vision in
the construction process.

World Vision's community participation approach also fosters
stronger ongoing relationships with communities and allows
holistic development that addresses the political, social and
economic fabric of a region.

World Vision is seeking to build 4,066 permanent homes
in Aceh Province. More than 200 will be complete by
January 1st 2006, and 1,000 will be under construction.
Public buildings such as kindergartens, community centres,
teacher accommodation, community offices, clinics and
health centres have been constructed to meet the needs of
affected communities.

Child Protection
As part of its Child Protection program,World Vision has
worked to increase opportunities for children and youth to
actively engage in activities that assist in rebuilding their lives.
Efforts have also concentrated on increasing community
awareness of child protection and well-being.

Twenty-six Child Friendly Spaces are providing safe play
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areas for 3,600 children. Many of the children have lost one
or both parents. Hygiene kits and toys have been distrib-
uted to children attending the Child Friendly Spaces.
Activities such as drawing competitions, children's festi-
vals, table tennis, poetry and story telling have been
important in promoting the wellbeing of children affected
by the tsunami. Child Protection workshops have also
been regularly conducted for staff and volunteers to rein-
force World Vision's commitment to safeguarding children
benefiting from the program.

World Vision has rebuilt three bridges destroyed by the
earthquake and tsunami, with more bridge construction
underway.

Education
Seventeen schools have been constructed to accommodate
students and teachers in an effort to speedily restore edu-
cation facilities in Aceh and Nias.To re-equip 125 schools in
target communities,World Vision has supplied text books,
uniforms, mathematic kits, world maps, drawing books,
stationery, bags and furniture, benefiting 25,000 students.

Health
World Vision has focused on increasing appropriate health
care services in tsunami-affected communities. To help
replenish devastated hospitals and clinics,World Vision has
provided 12 ambulances, 250 hospital beds, major medical
equipment, and pharmaceuticals in the province.

World Vision provides support to Posyandus (village level
community health centres for children under five years old
and mothers) in 99 villages. Community Health Workers
have been trained and are provided with basic medical
supplies.The attendance and health status of mothers and
children is monitored, while supplementary foods and
incentives for pregnant and lactating women and children
under five are provided.

World Vision is operating a mobile health clinic, and
hygiene kits composed of bath soap, toothpaste, toothbrush,
shampoo, towels and sanitary wear are distributed to
families. Child immunisation is also conducted.

Economic & Livelihood Recovery
Initiatives designed to enhance opportunities for communi-
ties to restore economic independence have been undertaken

this year. World Vision employs community members in
Banda Aceh on a daily cash for work basis to engage in the
clean-up of their communities, transitional living centres and
water/sanitation projects, as well as agricultural recovery.

More than 1,000 hectares of agricultural land has been
cleared, ready for planting. Construction work is also part of
the cash for work program, providing income to community
carpenters, security and foremen.

Approximately 6,200 people have benefited from cash for
work projects. Five thousand people have received tools
and supplies to re-establish their livelihoods.Trades such as
tailors, farmers, small entrepreneurs and fishermen are
supported. Close to 2,000 farmers have received training
in vegetable seed sowing, rice transplanting, fertiliser and
pesticide usage.

Corn and peanut seeds, and economically productive trees
have been distributed to farmer groups. Approximately
16,000 mangrove trees were distributed to communities
and planted along the coastline, which act as a natural
buffer against coastal erosion.

World Vision also constructed a prefabricated building for
a cake baking industry in Lambung village as part of
women's small business development.
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Children celebrate National Children's Day in Lamno, Aceh-Indonesia



Taking Land Back from the Tsunami
Before the tsunami, the coastal area outside of Lamno was
fertile farmland. “It was good agricultural land,” according to
farmer, Hajat, “We grew rice here.” Yet when the tsunami water
receded, it left behind more than destruction and debris.As the
seawater dried up, salt remained, ruining land for agricultural
use. Farmers didn't have equipment or seed to grow crops, nor
arable land. “I didn't know what was going to happen in the
future,” Hajat said quietly. Hajat lost his brother and his crops
to the tsunami.

Hajat now works with other farmers in his community for a
World Vision livelihood restoration programme.They are working
to clear and rehabilitate 1000 hectares of agricultural land. It
will also put local farmers back in business.

After clearing the land of debris, Hajat and his co-workers begin
turning the soil with motorised one-man ploughs, bringing more
fertile soil to the surface. Salt resistant seeds including rice, soy-
beans and nuts are distributed. Fertilisers are also supplied to
local farmers, helping them to bring in the first crop.

Employing more than 800 local farmers and labourers, the pro-
gramme includes rehabilitating drainage canals through farming
fields, and rebuilding damaged fencing to keep cattle off the land.
“I know that World Vision helps the community, and I want to
be a part of it.”

Water & Sanitation
World Vision supports transitional living centres, inter-
nally displaced persons camps, schools, and permanent
housing sites with access to clean water, toilet and laundry
facilities, pavements, wells, water towers, drainage systems,
rainwater harvesters, public bathrooms and boreholes.
Sanitation and hygiene kits have been widely distributed in
these communities.

Protection 
World Vision's Protection Unit works in three specific
areas: land ownership, women's livelihoods, and human
rights/dignity. World Vision supports families to obtain
land ownership certificates to maintain ownership (More
than 1,500 land certificates have been secured for fami-
lies this year). Workshops on issues such as the role of
women after the tsunami and single parents training for
widows have also been supported. World Vision assists
children and their families to obtain new birth certificates
for children who lost their documents during the tsunami.
It is hoped that 1,500 displaced children,many orphaned,may
be assisted to receive new birth certificates to avoid difficul-
ties in attending school, applying for jobs or receiving an
inheritance.
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Reviving Coffee Shops

In order to restore small businesses in Aceh Province,
coffee shops have been constructed by World Vision to
benefit families that owned coffee shops destroyed in the
tsunami.

“I am very glad for this help. I feel that I'm lucky because
World Vision has provided a coffee shop that will really
help my family to recover our economic means,” says
41-year-old Maryam Pahang. “I hope we can start to
repair and to support our life with this new coffee shop.
Now, I can take my children back to school again.”

In Aceh Province, coffee shops play a very important role
in Acehnese community life.They are not just social gath-
ering places, but also locations to discuss and conduct
local business. Villagers who have spent their day
working normally will take time off for a cup of coffee.
Unemployed labourers also use the coffee shops as
the information centre for finding a job.
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S R I  L A N K A



SRI LANKA
The tsunami devastated Sri Lanka's coastline, resulting in
over 30,000 deaths, and the displacement of thousands of
families. Sri Lanka is emerging from a civil war that started
in 1983 and many parts of Sri Lanka have been heavily
impacted by two decades of civil conflict creating
extremely difficult conditions for internally displaced people.

World Vision's areas of work in the tsunami response:
Ampara, Batticaloa, Colombo, Galle, Hambantota, Jaffna,
Kalutara, Kilinochchi, Matara, Mullaitivu,Trincomalee

YEAR ONE FOCUS OF WORK:

■ Emergency Response
■ Shelter/Infrastructure Rehabilitation
■ Child/Family Protection
■ Economic Recovery
■ Health and Nutrition
■ Water and Sanitation 

Shelter 
World Vision seeks to support beneficiaries in their own
rehabilitation and reconstruction initiatives, involving them
in the project planning process to encourage participation
and empowerment. The housing program has identified a
diverse range of options for the many categories of people
requiring housing, specifically addressing their needs based
on their cultural and ethnic backgrounds as well as their
current situation (e.g. widows, disabled people, renters and
squatters who have no land entitlements).

World Vision is working to ensure community infrastruc-
ture such as libraries, meeting centres and storage for fishing
equipment are connected to transitional housing sites.

World Vision has constructed 2,200 transitional homes,
benefiting more than 11,000 people this year. More than
2,000 permanent houses are to be built during the program.

Infrastructure
World Vision has assisted small business owners in Galle
to return to work by reconstructing an entire 42-stall
marketplace, including the provision of electricity and
water. The stall owners sell meat, vegetables and fish to
the local community.

To assist children with their return to school, temporary
schools have been constructed and school packs containing
school bags, school uniforms, stationery, exercise books,
and shoes distributed to 97,000 children in 65 schools
across the island.World Vision is in the planning stages for
the construction of more than 20 pre-schools and 50
schools for students in tsunami-affected areas.

A medical facility destroyed by the tsunami in Colombo
has been reconstructed with World Vision's assistance.
Plans are in place for the construction of more clinics.

The construction of roads and canal clearing has been part
of infrastructure rehabilitation efforts in 2005.

Child Protection
World Vision immediately recognised the need to establish
protected areas for children affected by the tsunami, and
began to set-up Child Friendly Spaces (CFS).World Vision
is now supporting 89 CFS and is incorporating educational
campaigns into activities, including child rights, cultural
activities, sporting events, nutritional and hygiene aware-
ness. Eight thousand children have benefited from Child
Friendly Spaces in Sri Lanka. Sixty-nine playgrounds have
been established, used by children who have limited safe
environments in which to play.

Child societies with child leaders have been introduced
and are designed to empower children to be part of their
own development. Importantly, through its large-scale
contact with children and families of affected communities,
World Vision has been able to identify families in need of
additional psycho-social support.

Empowering Tsunami Youth Through
Children's Societies
Udara, 12, stands tall at centre stage and enacts the role of a
schoolteacher with skill. His voice bellows loud and strong as he
dictates his 'lesson' to the classroom.The audience of about 200
children, just like Udara, is captured by his skilled performance.
The play ends and the room full of children break into
applause. Udara's mother, Rasika, sits in the front row with a
proud smile and with joyful tears welling in her eyes. Rasika
cannot believe the transformation of her son since the
tsunami. She claims it is the doing of the 'Children's Societies'
introduced by World Vision.
“We lost my younger sister,Naduni, in the tsunami. She was only
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A Block Manufacturing Project with the Ministry of Sports
and Youth affairs in Galle, Hambantota, Ampara and
Batticoloa is assisting more than 500 youths to produce
around 800,000 blocks for permanent housing sites
through the cash for work program.

Baby Sunami Brings Hope for a New Generation
Sunami was born shortly after the deadly waves struck Sri
Lanka. Sunami's parents, Sarojani and Lucky Hettiarachchi were

one family of thousands who
lost everything they owned, but
their plight was made more
critical by Sarojani's advanced
pregnancy.

“My wife did not want to go to
hospital,” said Lucky,“She wanted
to stay and care for our family.”

Sunami was born shortly after, and was given the full name of
Sumathra Sunami Tharanga, which in Sinhalese means 'the tsuna-
mi wave that came from Sumatra.'

Many people in their village of Negombo felt reticent about
naming a child after the humanitarian disaster, but Lucky
remains positive. “People tend to forget things,” he said. “There
was a flood here fifty years ago that people never talk about
now. I wanted people to remember what happened to us and I
thought the best way for that to happen was to name my child
Sunami.”

Lucky used to support his family through magic performances
and his membership of the Sri Lankan Magic Circle. But since
the tsunami, there is little appetite for entertainment so he now
relies on his job as a taxi driver  to support his family. For Lucky
though, the future is hopeful. Although living with relatives since
their home was destroyed, he and his family are receiving help
from World Vision.Two of Lucky's other daughters are sponsored
which means the whole family will receive long-term assistance
and his children will be able to go to school.

“Sunami will always carry the legacy of the disaster with her, but
being born in the days after the event, she does not share with
other children the memories of fear, death and loss. Perhaps it
is only by embracing the future, while gradually letting go of the
past that Sri Lanka's tsunami generation can make the most of
their lives,” says World Vision's Jan Butter.

1-year and 1-month old,” Udara told World Vision. Rasika said
her son had not spoken of his sister's death until he started
playing at the Child Friendly Space and subsequently actively
involved himself in the Children's Society.

“My children were earlier in shock. Especially after losing their
little sister to the tsunami,” said Rasika. She was unable to help
her children overcome their fear and pain, as Rasika was
herself grieving. Rasika explained it was at this time that the
Children's Society came to her rescue and emotionally
supported her children. “I am very happy that my children
are involved in it.”

World Vision now supports 18 Children's Societies that are run
by children to encourage group discussion on daily issues
facing children in post-tsunami Sri Lanka.

Economic Recovery
Damage to livelihoods was significant and is an ongoing
concern for those in transitional accommodation. While
the biggest impact was felt in the fishing industry, agriculture
and tourism were also significantly impacted.

Recapitalisation of businesses is essential to restoring
livelihoods and World Vision has provided productive
assets such as sewing, fishing and cooking equipment,
carpentry tools and livestock to communities. More than
3,000 people have received livestock, grants or trade
inputs. Boat engine repair has also been undertaken to
expedite recovery for the devastated fishing industry.

World Vision has assisted a range of business people
including hoteliers and bakers who lost their means of
income in the tsunami. Provision of equipment and training
to goldsmiths and divers is also planned.

Cash for work projects, in which unemployed people are
paid to help build or recover community assets, are a
critical component of the economic recovery program.To
date, many kilometres of beaches and canals have been
cleared of debris; paddy fields all around the coast have
been rejuvenated and roads are in the process of being
rebuild or upgraded. In Galle alone, the cash for work
project will benefit 2,500 families and see 4,300 acres of
agricultural land restored.
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Health & Nutrition
Given the significant health risks posed by stagnant, pollut-
ed waters that had inundated communities, and crowded
living conditions,World Vision launched health, hygiene and
nutrition awareness programmes. Mobile health clinics
and HIV/AIDS and disease prevention education were
conducted and medical supply distributions undertaken.

A school feeding program in collaboration with World
Food Program, for children aged 5-10, was rolled out
across 173 schools, reaching 36,527 children.

Water and Sanitation
World Vision has provided drinking water through more
than 500 tanks, bowsers and newly rehabilitated wells.
Waste management has also been prioritised in tsunami-
affected areas, particularly in transitional housing areas.
More than 75,000 people will benefit from a new project
between World Vision and the Sri Lankan National Water
Supply and Drainage Board to de-contaminate water
sources.

Drainage systems in Galle were cleared through a compre-
hensive Street Clean-Up program and drains cleared to
ensure stagnant water build-up (mosquito breeding
grounds) was eliminated.

World Vision is chairing the “National Sanitation Group”,
which consists of all major donor agencies working in
water and sanitation.The group seeks to develop sustain-
able interventions and suitable waste disposal systems in
transitional housing sites.
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Bicycles Welcomed by Tsunami
Communities

More than 6,800 people from nine tsunami-affected
districts received bicycles through a joint program
between World Vision and World Bicycle Relief. Close to
18,000 more bicycles will be distributed as part of the
program.The bicycles provide a reliable mode of trans-
port for people living in transitional shelter to travel to
their point of employment or education. Some also use
the bicycles to transport and trade goods locally.

New Mobile Blood Bank

When the tsunami hit the northern coast, many people
struck by debris bled to death before they could be
taken to hospital. Twenty years of civil war had meant
health services in the north were seriously depleted. Many
hospitals were very short of funds - some only having
one oxygen cylinder each - so buying a mobile blood bank
was simply not an option - until now.

World Vision is supporting a new blood bank which will
not only deliver blood to those who need it, but will also
travel around the region collecting blood donations from
those who would normally not travel to a hospital or clinic
to donate.This will increase stocks of blood at the main
bank in Jaffna.

The mobile blood bank is actually a converted minibus,
which consists of cooling facilities for storage of blood. It
is also equipped with first aid equipment for emergency
situations. It will be maintained by the central blood
bank in the teaching hospital of Jaffna.

More than one million people will benefit from the
mobile blood bank project.
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INDIA
More than 12,000 people were killed and thousands lost
their homes when the tsunami hit the eastern coastline of
India. From Andhra Pradesh to Kerala, people lost family,
friends, homes and belongings. The Andaman and Nicobar
Islands were also devastated.

In addition to widespread destruction, the tsunami impacted
the social and economic structures of communities
through loss of family, assets and livelihoods, breakdown
of education and other local services, and disruption of
common religious, cultural and social practices.

World Vision's areas of work in the tsunami response:
Cuddalore, Nagapattinam, Kanyakumari,
Chennai/Kalpuakkam, Pondicherry, Kollam/ Alleppy,
Machalipatnam, Narsapur, Singarayakonda, Andaman &
Nicobar Islands

YEAR ONE PROGRAM FOCUS
■ Emergency Response
■ Shelter/Infrastructure Rehabilitation
■ Economic Recovery
■ Individual and Community Rehabilitation
■ Women & Health

Shelter/Infrastructure
It is estimated that the tsunami destroyed 157,393
dwellings, causing an estimated 730,000 individuals to leave
their homes1. World Vision seeks to reconstruct and
improve shelters and public infrastructures for tsunami
affected communities.

Fire-resistant transitional shelters have been established
close to playgrounds, community halls, water supplies, and
health services. World Vision has built more than 3,700
transitional homes this year. Residents had expressed
concern about heat and monsoon conditions while living at
the sites. In response, World Vision distributed fans and
monsoon kits to every household.

World Vision plans to build more than 6,000 permanent
homes for families who lost their homes in the tsunami.More
than 600 homes will be completed by the end of the year.
World Vision also provided carpentry tools for people to
construct traditional homes in the Andaman and the

Nicobar Union Territory, which was more appropriate than
rebuilding for them.

Important infrastructure such as schools, roads, water and
sanitation facilities, medical clinics, community halls and
information centres have been constructed this year as
part of rehabilitation efforts.

Economic Recovery
The economic effect of the tsunami devastated fishermen,
farmers and labourers. The overall goal of the economic
recovery intervention is to empower and enhance the
livelihood base of tsunami affected households by offering
sustainable livelihood opportunities.

Fishing livelihoods are directly tied to access to boats, cata-
marans and nets. Fishermen who were able to access these

First Permanent Homes Handed Over

“A journey from despair to hope, destruction to new life,”
said World Vision's Alex Snary as families were handed
keys to their new homes in Kerala in August.

After months of living in relief camps and transitional
shelters, these families finally had a place they could call
"home".

While challenged by shortages of labour and unavailabil-
ity of quality goods,World Vision developed good relation-
ships with the community and contractors, which helped
to speed up the construction process.

Omana, 49, said, “It is truly surprising, my life not only
returned to normalcy, but is much improved with my
new concrete house. In this village, people used to live in
traditional thatched roof houses. While living in transi-
tional shelter, we never imagined that we would be able
to receive houses in such a short time. During those
days, we were uncertain about anything in the future,
but we were patient because we knew everyone else
was going through the same situation. We were not
alone. My family is happy because we received our
house and other assistance.”
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assets were able to re-engage in the fishing industry and
recover faster. World Vision has benefited 2,455 families
with boats and nets.

Cash for work programs have enabled families to meet
their immediate economic needs, send their children to
school, cover medical expenses, bridge a food gap and create
community assets. People have also started to invest in
household assets and petty trading. Cash for work activities
such as desalinisation of land have been critical in the
removal of salt to recover farming livelihoods. Farmers are
now using their land to grow food and plant trees.

World Vision is supporting a training program for women
and providing sewing machines and tailoring materials to
help kick-start their tailoring businesses. Almost all small
businesses along the coast were affected by the tsunami.
Recovery has been difficult because of the focus on
restoration of fishing livelihoods.

World Vision is supporting tea kiosks, food stalls and petty
shops through the provision of grants and productive
assets. Youth, mainly from lower income groups who
became unemployed as a result of the tsunami, and people
seeking alternative livelihoods are participating in classes
in computer skills, driving and automobile repair to assist
in future job opportunities.

Child Focused Programs
World Vision has established 51 Child Friendly Spaces
(CFS) in India, which run supervised activities including
games, music, sports, art and dance. The CFS are being
upgraded to include libraries, recreational spaces, coun-

selling rooms and computer rooms.World Vision has also
maintained 69 playgrounds and equipped 19 day-care
centers in Cuddalore.

World Vision supports recreational events for children and
their families including outdoor orchestral performances,
summer camps, excursions to amusement parks and edu-
cational events, such as drawing competitions and debate
tournaments. These interventions have provided families
with opportunities to relax and interact with other tsunami-
affected communities.
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Women Empowered 
by New Business Opportunities

Ten former housewives from Kanyakumari have formed
a small business group after participating in a World
Vision facilitated entrepreneur skills training.

Each member contributed money to start door-to-door
sales of washing detergent. They then expanded their
business to include clothing, floor-cleaning products, and
juices. Their capital increased and between them, they
made a healthy profit that went to savings for future
expansion of the business. Their client base has now
expanded to include the local hospital, which buys their
cleaning materials on a weekly basis.

The group members are now planning to take up driv-
ing lessons offered by World Vision so that they can trav-
el and do business outside of their village.The group is
also planning to register their name in the government
office so that they can print the name of the group on
the juice packages.

Babi, a 34-year-old member, said, “There is so much
enjoyment in working. I never worked before the tsuna-
mi and now I am earning money.”

The group has learned bookkeeping, time management
and team development and is now providing guidance to
other women who want to start up small business
groups. Their philosophy, which is printed on the sign-
board placed in front of the house of one group mem-
ber is: “With hope and belief, we can achieve anything.”

ASIA TSUNAMI  RESPONSE A N N I V E R S A R Y  R E P O R T
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Life School, a World Vision summer camp in Kerala for
4,800 children, their parents and teachers included
counselling, drawing, singing, dance and cooking sessions
for children.The participants said that through the camp
they regained a sense of belonging, care for each other,
and strength to cope with the recovery period.
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Community Rehabilitation
To strengthen the healthy coping mechanisms of families,
and restore, support and enhance the wellbeing of commu-
nities,World Vision has initiated a number of valuable inter-
ventions, including psychosocial assistance, community
education and recreation, and support for schooling.

After the tsunami, many people had to be relocated to
transitional settlements or to distant villages. In a tempo-
rary environment, individuals can become distressed and
disoriented, and be a target of exploitation.To reduce this
risk,World Vision conducted awareness sessions on sexual
exploitation, early marriage, early pregnancy and human
trafficking. World Vision supported communities to form
protection committees at transitional shelter sites.

Many families faced difficulties with paying for school fees
and educational materials post-tsunami, and it is recog-
nised that sending children back to school is an effective
way to re-establish routines and reorient them back into
the community. Schooling also provides space for parents
to seek employment.

In response, World Vision has provided school uniforms,
bags, stationery, and teaching materials. Assistance in re-
enrolment of school-dropouts through coaching programs
has been successful. Some youth had previously left school
so that they could earn money in fishing. After the
tsunami they could not go back to fishing and were
reluctant to rejoin school. Participants have since been
re-enrolled and are continuing their studies.

Health 
World Vision operates a weekly mobile medical unit at
transitional shelter sites. Patients are mostly women and
children and most illnesses treated are respiratory prob-
lems and fevers. Health awareness sessions for elderly and
pregnant and lactating women are regularly conducted, as
are medical camps and nutritious cooking education.
World Vision has distributed 28,636 hygiene kits and
23,120 first aid kits to tsunami affected households. More
than 1,000 wheelchairs have been distributed to people in
tsunami-affected areas. Many beneficiaries were living with
disabilities prior to the tsunami and lost their wheelchairs,
and others sustained injuries and permanent disabilities as
a result of the tsunami.

Residents living in transitional shelters are provided with medical care on-site
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T H A I L A N D

New homes for tsunami-hit village in Phang Nga,Thailand



THAILAND
The tsunami left more than 8,000 people dead or missing
along the Andaman coastline, and impacted 50,000 children,
with more than 1,400 children losing one or both parents.

World Vision areas of work in the tsunami response:
Phuket, Phang Nga, Krabi, Ranong,Trang

YEAR ONE PROGRAM FOCUS
■ Emergency Response
■ Child-Focused Development
■ Shelter/Infrastructure Rehabilitation
■ Health/Nutrition
■ Water and Sanitation
■ Economic Recovery
■ Disaster Mitigation and Preparedness

Child Focused Programs
World Vision is supporting sixteen Child Friendly Spaces in
Thailand, most in close proximity to transitional housing
and other community facilities. Field trips and camps have
also been conducted to encourage recreation and learning
among tsunami-affected children.Activities such as drawing,
games, performance and art are a component of World
Vision's psycho-social intervention for children. Fitness
activities are also conducted for children at project sites.

World Vision is working to make communities safer for children
by training Child Protection staff in all sites to recognise and
respond to children vulnerable to abuse or trafficking

Shelter
World Vision immediately engaged in building transitional
shelters for displaced populations, particularly in hard-hit
areas such as Ban Nam Khem. Close to 600 transitional
shelters have been built by World Vision this year. The
distribution of kitchenware, utensils, mosquito nets and
other items has helped to equip these households.

Quick repair of permanent houses enabled people to
move back to their dwellings and community.World Vision
plans to build more than 800 permanent shelters. In
Thailand, World Vision is partnering with Chai Pattana
Foundation of the Royal Family and Thai Red Cross in the
construction of some homes.
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Batik-making Encourages Creativity,
Confidence and Income

Women from World Vision's batik-making livelihood
centre in Ban Nai Rai are enjoying the rising demand for
their colourfully designed batik shirts.

Orders are pouring in from nearby communities,
provinces, government and universities.The women have
also set up display stalls at weekend markets in tourist
areas.

Four of the 24 women do the creative work.The other
women assist in the boiling of the cloth to remove the
wax, washing, ironing and displaying the shirts.

Full-time workers earn as much as US$179 a month,
which can support many of their families' basic needs.
The women are happy and proud they are earning their
own income.“World Vision's support is crucial to sustain
this project,” says batik-maker Amornlak.

The project has become a “showcase of positive things”
that are happening in Ban Nai Rai village after the
tsunami.“Come to think of it, if the product goes out and
people know that it was made in Ban Nai Rai, it
becomes a source of pride for everyone,” said Amornlak. ..
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Health and Nutrition
World Vision is working to improve access to health and
psychosocial support for children and families affected by
the tsunami. Provision of supplementary food and milk has
been undertaken in Phang Nga, mostly in day-care centres.
The activity has improved the health status of children and
lessened the burden on parents whose income is barely
enough to support the food needs of the whole family.

To ensure that the health status of children is regularly
monitored and appropriate treatment dispensed, medical
check-ups have been conducted for children in collaboration
with the local health department. Drug prevention and
HIV/AIDS awareness activities have also been undertaken
in target communities.Dengue prevention initiatives have
been employed, benefiting more than 2,000 families.

Water and Sanitation
In order to improve community access to potable water
and culturally and hygienically acceptable toilet and bath-
room facilities, World Vision has established water and
sanitation facilities at transitional shelter sites, installed
water receptacles and systems, and distributed drinking
water. Trash bins and village clean-up activities have also
been organised.

Infrastructure
Road construction has been completed in Ban Nai Rai,
Phang Nga, which has provided access to a nearby village
and fishing community for 115 families living in transitional
shelters.

The repair of a school building in Koh Lanta has been
completed, and to encourage children to return to school,
World Vision has provided school uniforms and supplies,
and additional facilities in which education can be conducted
if schools are undergoing rehabilitation. A school bus has
been provided to transport children from transitional
shelters to school. Three day-care centres have been
constructed in Phang Nga; the centres also serve as a
meeting centre for children who are receiving food sup-
plements from World Vision.

Infrastructure such as a sewing and batik-making centre
has been constructed for community use, and a beach
school for street children and disadvantaged youth has
been repaired in Phuket.

Economic Recovery
Improved access to livelihood and income generation
opportunities is the core objective of the economic recovery
program. Fishing equipment such as fish, crab and squid
traps, fishnets and baskets have been distributed to recap-
italise the devastated fishing industry.The construction of
boat building/repair centres will ensure fishermen can
effectively maintain their livelihood vessels.

World Vision has provided support to small businesses and
entrepreneurs such as petty-trade, furniture making, salted
egg making, carpentry, pillow embroidery, market gardens,
tailoring, catfish raising, and mushroom culture through the
provision of grants and productive assets.

Tricycles (motorcycle with side car) have been provided
to families in Phang Nga.These tricycles are now used by
families to engage in small businesses such as selling local
foods, vegetables, noodles, coffee and fish. These provide
alternative income to families who have lost their liveli-
hood sources in the tsunami.

Irrigation equipment has been donated to families in Koh
Lanta, Krabi who are engaged in rice farming and agricul-
ture. World Vision and the families are working with a
school in Koh Lanta to produce natural fertilisers/ composts
for farming.

Food for work schemes ensured tsunami-affected households
received food rations while contributing to the rehabilitation
of community assets, such as roads and shelters.

Disaster Mitigation and Natural Resource
Management
Communities have been oriented and trained on community-
based disaster mitigation, and with the help of the govern-
ment, the construction of community broadcast systems
is underway. In another intervention, in order to prevent
soil erosion during the monsoon season in transitional
shelters in Phang Nga, a sea wall was constructed to protect
186 families. Mangroves have been replanted in coastal
areas to reclaim those areas destroyed by the tsunami, and
also to help build a natural buffer zone.
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MYANMAR
During the initial emergency phase, World
Vision in Myanmar distributed relief items to
two affected areas: Kawthaung and the
Delta. In Kawthaung,World Vision continued
to implement a rehabilitation  response,
including food distributions in conjunction
with World Food Program, rehabilitation of
roads, homes, fishing boats and a jetty; and
assistance to relocating households. World
Vision has also provided school children
with books, stationery and bags.
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Recovery through Radio - Thailand

World Vision has trained tsunami-affected high school
students in Kuraburi, Phang Nga, to design and broad-
cast radio programs for teenagers. The program was
born from the youths desire to fill their free time with a
productive activity that would change the lives of others
in a positive and inspiring way. World Vision built a radio
booth and trained a group of twelve students on radio
production, including sound and disk jockey techniques.
Now with the purchase of daily airtime, the Kuraburi
Community Wave is in full swing.

Seventeen-year-old female disk jockey Jirapattarapron
Deenu and male disk jockey Worawit Chayasawi display
confidence and professionalism while working with
sound mixing equipment, conducting interviews, and
receiving calls for song requests, under the guidance and
careful watch of their teacher and volunteer supervisor.
Their programme begins at 7pm every evening and
wraps up by 11pm. Chayosawi wants to be a disk jock-
ey or a journalist when he finishes high school. He says
World Vision has helped him become serious about his
focus on the future, inspiring him to believe in himself
and his abilities.“My friends and I wanted to fill out free
time up with an activity that would help people like our-
selves who are still coping with the hand we've been
dealt since the tsunami.” He goes on to say,“We talk to
callers who are feeling lost, confused, or just want to be
cheered up with a song.We are always positive, basing
our discussions on community events, donations, and vol-
unteer efforts around the province that have a tsunami
focus.”
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OUR COMMITMENT TO CHILDREN

Children and the Tsunami
Nearly three out of every four children affected by the
tsunami have experienced trauma and suffering.The loss
of family members, especially parents, and friends, as well
as the destruction of homes, schools, and villages, has left
both physical and psychological scars.While all people need
support in times of grief, children need special attention.

In a complex humanitarian emergency, it is important to
help children to return to normalcy by introducing the
right intervention at the right time, including establishing
routines and structures. Parents can often provide
important information about children's food habits, their
clothing, favourite toys and games, and daily routines at
school. Increasing connections and interaction with other
children and parents leads to greater safety for children
and greater awareness around issues of child protection.

Similarly, education about child rights helps communities
to protect children who might be vulnerable such as
orphans and street children. Rebuilding physical struc-
tures, such as homes and schools, will also positively affect
children's perception of their world as one that is returning
to normal.

Risks
A key challenge has been the profound loss of nearly two
women to every one man lost (many men were out fishing
at the time of the tsunami and survived). The loss of any
parent is significant, but as women traditionally care for
children and the home, men find themselves in unfamiliar
roles. Already, the reality of “tsunami marriages” exists,
where men are coping by marrying young girls.

The effects of marriage for girls are well known: it
removes them from school at an early age and has long-
term consequences for the family and eventually the
community. Girls who go beyond primary school are
likelier to have later births for their first child, better
birth spaces and nutrition, and healthier families.
Similarly, there are concerns that men will abandon their
children or that children will be placed in inappropriate
care with relatives or friends who will neglect or abuse
them. Such circumstances also place children at greater

risk of child labour or child trafficking as finances become
more strained. Recruitment by armed groups, especially in
areas in which this problem existed before the tsunami,
continues to present a high risk for children. Fear of
recruitment prevents meaningful child programming and
often precludes children from gathering together.

Child Friendly Spaces (CFS)
Child Friendly Spaces is an intervention that World Vision
uses for children who have experienced complex humani-
tarian emergencies. These offer children a safe place to
play, make friends, learn, and do homework. At the same
time, they provide staff a chance for interaction and
importantly the opportunity to identify children who are
not responding well to their grief and need additional
support. Playing is healing for children. Providing a safe space
is instrumental in helping children deal with their grief.

While CFS provide children with a space to play, they are
also a doorway to rebuilding communities. Child Friendly
Spaces serve as centres for educational campaigns, ranging
from child rights to nutritional awareness. CFS also allow
parents to return to work, as they know their children are
being safely taken care of.This impacts families and commu-
nities positively, as it helps parents return to routines, earn
income to provide for their children, and restores a sense
of dignity and hope. Residents of transitional shelter sites
report that Child Friendly Spaces have created good rela-
tions within their communities. When parents go out to
watch their children, they interact with each other and
spend time discussing their future.Additionally, the interac-
tion provides staff with the opportunity to engage parents,
build trust, and help identify child protection risks.
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Education
While access to education was not a critical issue in some
affected-communities before the tsunami struck, the sub-
sequent toll has created serious problems with the loss of
buildings, teachers and non-teaching staff, and financial
resources. A key to rebuilding the education infrastructure is
increasing teachers' capacities through training pro-
grammes, such as UNICEF's Creating Learning Community
for children (CLCC) methodology. The CLCC provides
teachers more tools with which to run the classroom by
focusing on community-based child protection, child
rights, and local government empowerment elements.
Re-enrolling in school provides students with familiar
routines and hopefully a restored sense of life returning
to normal. It also helps students who are fearful of the
loss of education, to which they have pinned their hopes
for the future. The effects of education are well docu-
mented in providing a higher standard of living and the
importance of attending school cannot be underestimated
for the well being of children's futures.

Affected-communities face enormous challenges in
rebuilding the education sector. In communities where
school buildings survived or alternative facilities are being
utilised, the difficulties of overcrowding and supporting the
displaced population have created significant strain on host
communities, while lessening the effectiveness of teachers
and students' abilities to learn.

Additionally, more teachers are needed to replace those
lost during the tsunami, while surviving teachers are some-
times living at a great distance from where they now teach,
making the commute difficult.

Key Interventions for Children in Emergencies
■ Psycho-social support and safe spaces need to be provided
in the early stages of intervention to best help children.
Quick responses help minimise challenges for families
and create environments more conducive for children to
overcome grief.

■ Programming to help children should be one measure of
providing support to the entire community. Interventions,
such as rebuilding homes and providing livelihood oppor-
tunities, are equally beneficial to children, by helping to
recreate familiar structures and routines, while benefiting
parents by providing incomes and restoring self-confidence
through the ability to provide for their families.

■ More consultation with parents is needed to provide
reassurance about child protection issues, behavioural
patterns as children deal with their grief, and trainings to
help fathers learn to provide primary care for their children.
Working with men to learn parenting skills and engaging
extended families is key to preventing early marriages for
girls. It is also important to make communities aware of the
benefits of education for girls and the positive effects it has
upon communities in the long run.

■ Underlying interventions to help children is awareness
and adherence to child rights. Increased awareness and values
placed on the rights of children helps to reduce the risks
for vulnerable children. Life in all its fullness requires a
broadening of respect and safety for children that will
allow them to grow and reach their potential.

ASIA TSUNAMI  RESPONSE A N N I V E R S A R Y  R E P O R T

"Elvo the Clown" entertains children at a Child Friendly Space in Aceh-Indonesia
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Accountability
System

Tsunami affected
communities we work in

Adherence to policies,
standard, codes, program quality

Other NGOs/UN/ Governments
- need for strong coordination 

and collaboration

Donors and public who 
raised funds for Tsunami

Multiple
accountable levels

ACCOUNTABILITY
“It is important to recognise that all financial and other resources raised as donations from citizens of the world by
government and non-governmental agencies belong to the affected people and cannot be appropriated.” Asia civil
society post tsunami challenges declaration (14 Feb. 2005). Civil society organisations, such as World Vision
International, are unique in that we draw on support freely given by the public - money donations, volunteering, and
in-kind gifts.The keystone to increase and sustain such voluntary support for the long-term is accountability. World
Vision grounds accountability in organisational learning. Such accountability not only emphasises providing feedback
to donors, but embraces accountability mechanisms to ensure high standards of program quality, while especially
being accountable to communities with whom we work.

To Whom Are We Accountable?

ASIA TSUNAMI  RESPONSE A N N I V E R S A R Y  R E P O R T

Design, Monitoring and Evaluation (DME)- The Accountability of Good Practice
Designing, monitoring and evaluating the programmes World Vision undertakes is a key way of ensuring learning and
accountability, as well as good development practice. Using effective DME ensures that interventions are appropriate for
that context and enables World Vision to remain responsive to a constantly changing environment. The emergency phase
of the tsunami provided valuable lessons for World Vision that were used to design the programming for the first year.
Assessments were undertaken to collect information using community mapping exercises, focus group discussions, key
informant interviews, contextual analysis, and technical assessments. Monitoring is undertaken on a monthly basis in each
country using indicators developed during the programme design phase. Evaluation of World Vision International
programmes is carried out to ascertain its impact and to make key changes where the appropriate impact is not
being achieved. Evaluations can take place with other agencies or through independent teams instructed by donors.

Accountability World Vision's 
Level                  Accountability Practice

Community                        

Internal to 
World Vision

Accountability World Vision's 
Level                  Accountability Practice

Non-Government                   
Organisations
United Nations
Governments

Donating public,
donor agencies

■ Participation
■ Community members as implementers & monitors of projects
■ Relationship-building between World Vision staff and communities
■ Information belongs to community (community intellectual 

property right)
■ Setting up Help/Info Desk for community complaints

■ Adherence to World Vision policies and procedures
■ Apply highest procurement standards and procedures,

collaboratewith anti–corruption agencies
■ Aim to uphold international standards (Sphere, ALNAP,

Humanitarian Accountability Partnership International, People in 
Aid, Red Cross/Red Crescent Code of Conduct, Guiding Principles on
Internal Displacement)

■ Development of Sphere standard pocket guide, translation 
into local languages

■ Management reviews, operational audits, external & internal 
financial audits

■ Committed to NGO coordination
■ Sharing lessons learnt among agencies
■ Joint assessments & evaluation processes
■ Collaborate with UN recovery coordinators, government 

recovery coordination agencies

■ Effective communication on progress made,
spending, overheads etc.

■ Engage in donor education through reporting mechanisms 
■ Regular monitoring visits to tsunami program site by  

World Vision staff from donor countries 
■ Participate in public NGO tsunami accountability reports
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Donor Support - Our Commitment to Financial Accountability

* The Singapore Coordination Office was set up for regional management, coordination and accountability purposes, as well as to
facilitate cross-country learning. Given the size and scope of World Vision's response in the region, the coordination office plays a critical
role in effective planning, technical support and program implementation.

A key part of our strategy for financial accountability centres on a continual internal audit function, as well as the direct
involvement of public accounting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers to audit tsunami financial operations.

Multiple accountability levels and processes demand special responsibilities of NGOs: the capacity to mediate, balance
and transform into learning the different voices, demands and expectations of the different players at each level who
demand to have their accountability requirements met. A learning approach to accountability implies a clear understand-
ing of the structure of power relationships within which World Vision is situated and how this encourages or inhibits the
broader process of social transformation that we seek as part of our work. Furthermore, accountability must introduce
the idea of responsibility.Those who are most affected by us (communities in which we work) must have a say in strate-
gising and defining how results and impacts are measured and communicated. From this perspective, our understanding
of accountability opens the door to broader iterations of social learning.Accountability as learning has a high poten-
tial to enrich all those who collectively participate-communities, donors, World Vision and other NGOs-in the
process of social transformation.

Expenditure by Country:
(December 2004 - December 2005)

US$ 147 million

Expenditure by Sector:
(December 2004 - December 2005)

US$ 147 million

Projected Future Spending by Country:
US$ 180.8 million

Projected Future Spending by Sector:
US$ 180.8 million

ASIA TSUNAMI  RESPONSE A N N I V E R S A R Y  R E P O R T

Total Program Funds:
World Vision Asia Tsunami Response

US$ 327.8 million

Grants
22% ($71.3)

GIK
3% ($10.7)

Private
75% ($254.9 US$)

Indonesia
34% ($49.4)

Thailand
8% ($11.8)

India
24%  ($34.6 US$)

Mynamar
0% ($0.5)

Singapore
3% ($4.7)

Sri Lanka
31% ($45.9)

Infrastructure
12% ($17.3)

Water/Sanitation
4%

Emergency response
45% ($66.4 US$ )

Health/
Nutrition
5% ($7.3)

Children’s
Programmes
/Education
2% ($3.5)

Shelter
13% ($19.4)

Economic 
Recovery
14% ($20.4)

Advocacy/Civil Society
2% ($2.8)

Project Management
2%

 ($6.6)

 ($3.6)

India
19% ($33.6 US$)

Thailand
5% ($8.8)

Sri Lanka
39% ($70.5)

Indonesia
34% ($61.6)

Singapore
3% ($6.0)

Myanmar
0% ($0.4)

Infrastructure
8% ($14.2)

Water
/Sanitation
8% ($13.6)

Emergency Response
1% ($2.0 US$)

Health/
Nutrition
7% ($12.7)

Children’s
Programmes
/Education
8% ($15.0)

Shelter
59% ($105.9)

Economic 
Recovery
6% ($10.8)

Advocacy
/Civil Society
1% ($1.9)

Project 
Management
3% ($4.8)
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PROGRAM CHALLENGES

Shelter 
Creating physical structures to shelter individuals and families
is an urgent and essential task as an estimated 400,000
housing units were lost due to the tsunami.The process of
identifying suitable land and beneficiaries has proven to be
a tremendous undertaking. Ensuring that shelters meet
international standards and promote the dignity of benefi-
ciaries by involving them in the design and implementation
phases is equally important.

Pressure to rebuild quickly must be balanced with protecting
and empowering the benefiting communities. As govern-
ments develop policies to determine suitable locations on
which to build, delays are inevitable. The loss of documents,
such as land titles and inheritance claims,has complicated the
rebuilding process. Low legal awareness of claims to land
property creates vulnerability and opportunity for disputes.
Some individuals refuse to accept transitional shelters
because they believe their right to permanent housing will
be forfeited and have subsequently remained in tents and
public buildings.

Provision of government funds, rising costs of rebuilding
mixed with the challenge of finding experienced staff
across the sector, has created large variations in quality and
cost. Some beneficiaries report that government funds are
often not enough to rebuild fully.

Intentional strategies are needed to ensure that rebuilding
efforts engage and meet beneficiary needs. Addressing

issues of legal literacy of communities best empowers
affected-individuals to assert their rightful claims to land.
Special attention must also be paid to women whose mar-
riage status and inheritance claims were lost among
tsunami-destroyed documents.

Building local capacity enables individuals to resolve issues
peacefully and collaboratively, while consulting beneficiaries
assures that affected-communities will own not only their
new home, but also the process by which those homes
are created.

Economic Recovery
The tsunami polluted fishing waters with debris and deplet-
ed fishing communities of boats, catamarans and nets.
Other livelihood mainstays were also affected, leaving com-
munities idle, without income.

Short-term interventions, such as cash for work, allow indi-
viduals to buy basic necessities. Long-term solutions such
as vocational training and loans to businesses, encourages
resilience to future shocks and helps to grow local
economies. Helping people return to work also boosts
people's dignity and renews a sense of hope and optimism
for the future.

Cash for work programmes create challenges when an
above-market wage is negotiated.While the goals and jus-
tifications for doing so may be laudable, the effect tends to
reduce the participation of tsunami-affected individuals by
attracting non-targeted beneficiaries and undermining the
purpose of the intervention.

Moving away from cash assistance to loans for long-term
sustainability is difficult in some circumstances because many
individuals do not have the necessary collateral to receive a
loan. Individuals also want and need to use resources for
short-term needs, rather than long-term investments.

It is also crucial that livelihood and recovery programmes
offer assistance fairly to all in need.Too often, men are more
readily accepted as the income earners, while women are
assumed to have different responsibilities. Additionally, the
size of compensation is directly tied to the size of the asset
lost. This can negatively impact communities where those
who were well off receive more generous compensation
than those who had little to lose before the tsunami.
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Community-based consultation is essential to determine
the best use of resources and provide the maximum benefit
to tsunami-affected individuals. Livelihood and economic
recovery programmes must serve to regenerate the local
economy as much as possible and the diversification of
livelihoods can help to develop a strong economy.

Ultimately, equity is the linchpin to promoting parity with-
in communities and empowering those most in need.
While each intervention requires beneficiary engagement
to determine the most appropriate type of assistance,
effectively targeted livelihood and economic recovery pro-
grammes provide both new sources of income and
renewed hope.

Water and Sanitation
Many tsunami-affected communities were previously in
need of better access to clean water. The deadly waves
contaminated water supplies, while standing floodwaters
created a breeding ground for disease, and existing sanita-
tion systems were badly disrupted or destroyed.

Rebuilding critical public health infrastructure is necessary
to under-gird the transition from emergency to develop-
ment and cost-effective maintenance of any newly built
systems remains a critical issue. In the rush to repair criti-
cal water lines, wells, and provide potable water, tanks, and
hand pumps, monitoring the effects of these interventions
and whether they are benefiting the communities is critical.

Latrines also have provided a particular challenge, as some
communities that traditionally use open-air facilities have
been slow to utilise latrines, because they lack regular
cleaning and become dirty quickly. In transitional shelter
sites, the close proximity of latrines to eating or cooking
facilities has warded off residents from using latrines for
fear of contamination. Few solid waste disposal systems
were available on sites where transitional shelters were
built with some land in low-lying areas there were fears
that the garbage would wash into communities during
monsoon season. Additionally, damaged or destroyed
sanitation systems have resulted in standing water and a
breeding ground for disease.

Water and sanitation interventions must be more than
building infrastructure, if they are to be effective and
sustainable. Involving communities to develop sustain-
able practices will assist in maintaining critical public
health infrastructure. While ideally communities would
facilitate regular maintenance, cleaning is a necessary
short-term provision that relief organisations should
foster through cash for work interventions.
Additionally, provision of maintenance trainings and
repair kits to community members will assure that
newly provided hand pumps and water tanks continue
to supply water over the long-term.

Health
When the tsunami struck, its destructive power incapaci-
tated local emergency response from health workers to
hospitals. The tsunami also exacerbated vulnerability to
contracting diseases, such as HIV/AIDS and diarrhoea.

Moving from recovery to long-term preparedness requires
awareness-raising as the backbone to sustainability in
healthcare. Healthy communities depend on their own
individual members to mitigate the risks of diseases and
disasters, provide gender-sensitive and psychosocial care,
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and promote hygienic lifestyles. Undertaking regular con-
sultation in the planning stages of providing health infra-
structure fosters ownership of hygienic practices. Involving
beneficiaries in the management of public infrastructure
appear to have a greater effect on whether efficient hygienic
practices are adopted.

While mobile clinics provide clear benefits to communities
with access to otherwise unattainable services, without
follow-up care, such clinics cannot replace the need for
more and better permanent health care centres which offer
consistent long-term care to monitor and help sustain the
health of individuals from tsunami-affected communities.

It is important that psycho-social support is locally appro-
priate and of high quality. Psycho-social support for adults
is best if tied to livelihoods and housing programmes-two
significant causes of stress.While counselling is appropriate,
emphasis should be placed on group sessions and linking
support to other community interventions.

Gender
Women and girls are particularly affected by gender-based
discrimination disadvantaging them before, during, and
after humanitarian emergencies. Unfortunately, gender
mainstreaming during a relief response continues to be a
difficult challenge. Commonly, men dominate the relief
culture at critical stages of operation.

Relief agencies are increasingly engaging in gender-
responsive programming, as “gender blind” practices can
easily translate into harmful biases in the field. For example,
providing separate bathing spaces and latrines for women
in transitional shelters are important in providing for the
needs of women.

Commonly, women are not included in the planning of
relief projects or are included only at a late stage.As men
are more frequently consulted and more effectively claim
relief assistance, such as supplies to rebuild businesses,
women's recovery is delayed, especially for widows.Women
may also be precluded from owning property, which pre-
vents them from claiming land or property as communities
sort out what remains of their villages and rebuild.

While violence against women remains a profound problem,
women report increased physical violence and alcohol
abuse since the tsunami.Women attribute these increases
to the lack of livelihoods for men.The move for many into
transitional shelters has exposed the issue to an even
greater degree. Sexual harassment also is a significant
problem. Some women and girls, whether widowed or
orphaned, who have lost their livelihoods are forced to
marry to provide economic opportunities.

Gender norms also put men and boys differently at risk.
The inordinate loss of life among women has left commu-
nities with disproportionately more men and boys. Men,
who have built their self-esteem around being a father,
husband, breadwinner, and homeowner, have been devas-
tated and has led to increased use of alcohol, drugs, and
gambling. Adolescent boys, witnessing their primary role
models unable to cope with the stresses are beginning to
question their own involvement.

Gender-focused programming must leave women in affect-
ed-communities stronger. Women need a central role in
planning and implementing recovery and rebuilding efforts
for tsunami-affected communities to achieve a better
quality of life. Empowering women and supporting their
personal development will ultimately contribute to restor-
ing and improving their well-being, as well as the commu-
nities of which they are members.

Leaving communities stronger requires relief efforts
designed to reduce gender-based social vulnerabilities. A
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focus on gender obligates aid providers to be keenly aware
of how natural disasters affect men and women differently,
while also recognising their distinct strengths and how
best to equally empower both genders.

Peace and Conflict
Complex humanitarian emergencies can have a tremen-
dous impact on communities. In communities that are in
conflict, a natural disaster can either bring communities
together or fracture them further.

While policy-level interventions are often necessary to
address conflict issues, it is equally important to understand
the community-level triggers and drivers of conflict, partic-
ularly when seeking to provide assistance, without wors-
ening social divisions. Building trust within communities is
especially important when a disaster strikes.

World Vision uses a tool it has developed called Making
Sense of Turbulent Contexts (MSTC) to help humanitarian
actors systematically analyse the macro-level dynamics of
chronic political instability, including the influence of
natural disasters in their areas of operation.
Additionally, micro-level assessments are carried out
based on interagency Do No Harm and Local Capacities
for Peace frameworks to identify the forces that can
divide or unite communities.Across the region, staff are
being trained to apply these tools for context-appropri-
ate program design and implementation.

The tsunami has created unprecedented challenges for
conflict-sensitive programming, though by nature, such
challenges are also opportunities to make important
contributions towards reducing tensions in affected-
communities.

Some of the prominent themes include the significance of
investment in the shelter and infrastructure sectors.These
interventions are urgently needed, yet contextual factors
relating to land rights and construction process, some-
times present the risk of unintentionally reinforcing the
dynamics of conflict and social exclusion.World Vision has
therefore identified shelter and infrastructure as priority
sectors for conflict-sensitivity support at both strategic
and operational levels. The community-based shelter
program in Aceh, Indonesia is designed to respond to
exactly this type of need.

Equitable allocation of program resources is equally chal-
lenging, particularly in communities where tensions already
exist between diverse social groups. Asset compensation
can pose dilemmas if packages are based on the size of lost
assets, because this benefits those who likely had more
significant resources before the tsunami, while reinforcing
the vulnerability of individuals who had little means to
lose in the first place. Providing standardised aid helps to
prevent tensions and avoid the appearance of favouritism
of one individual or social group over another.
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LOOKING FORWARD
One year after the tsunami devastated coastal populations
in South Asia, communities are at various stages of recovery,
and hope is being restored. But a great deal of work and
many challenges lie ahead.

World Vision is committed to a multi-country tsunami
recovery programme for the next 2-5 years, and will
implement long-term development programs beyond this
timeframe.World Vision was present in the affected coun-
tries for decades prior to the December 26 tragedy, and
will continue to initiate and expand projects in the future
that promote the well-being of people, especially children.

Looking forward,World Vision will primarily seek to develop
safe and sustainable communities through key interven-
tions and work collaboratively with other entities includ-
ing governments to ensure that the needs of communities
are properly addressed, avoiding competition and duplication
of effort, building capacity for disaster mitigation and
reducing the potential for conflict.

While thousands of permanent homes and village facilities
are constructed, we will persistently work with beneficiaries
to improve their quality of life in transitional shelters,
including access to water and sanitation facilities, education,
child-friendly activities, livelihoods and social structures.
We will continue to work with communities to carry out
mapping, selection of beneficiaries, and construction plans
for housing development, as well as provide technical
and legal means of re-acquiring land titles with special
consideration for the inheritance rights of widows and
orphaned children. In affected areas, communities,
together with World Vision, will source safe and sustainable
water supplies for villages, including wells, rainwater
harvesting, and piped supplies.

Economic development, which includes skills/vocational
training, loans, capital asset provision, access to technology,
markets and business development will continue to be
prioritised. World Vision will restore economic support
infrastructures, such as fishing piers, agricultural dams, and
water canal systems to encourage local markets and small
businesses.

Health activities will focus on building-up community
based health care systems and improving the capacity of

health workers to deliver effective care. Psychosocial
well-being is integrated into all sectors, and children-at-
risk  will be provided with appropriate services. Nutrition,
relationship support, disease control, health education and
HIV prevention will all form critical components of our
health interventions.

New Area Development Programs will be established in
Indonesia (Nias Island) and Thailand, which will include
child sponsorship and community-based initiatives.

In the education sector, the reconstruction and rehabilitation
of schools will continue, as well as capacity building with
teachers and care-givers. Schools and students will receive
supplies and uniforms, plus guidance on child rights and
participation.We will also explore technological innovations
through the implementation of digital libraries in schools in
Banda Aceh.

Information, Communication Technology for Development
(ICT4D), is a rapidly emerging cross-cutting development
theme which presents opportunities to extend to margin-
alised communities the benefits of modern information and
communication technologies, such as television, radio, tele-
phones, mobile-phones and the Internet as tools of
empowerment. ICT4D provides access to improved infor-
mation about health, education and governance - enhancing
social communication and improving lives.

World Vision seeks to achieve the best possible short and
long-term outcomes for people impacted by the 2004
earthquake and tsunami, implementing programs that first
and foremost support the capacities and aspirations of
affected communities.
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